
COMPETE
by PeakMind

India’s 1st Program
designed to improve the
rank of Competitive Exam
aspirants by improving their
self-discipline, efficiency
and mental strength



COMPETE 
Introducing

A research-based program
that uses the science of
performance psychology to
help aspirants improve their
ranks by making them 
self-disciplined, efficient,
and mentally strong. 

Our IMPACT

22 out Top 100 AIR in JEE/NEET'22

79%
Improved focus and
time management

70%
Improved in performance
and test scores

73%
Reduction in self-
doubt and negativity

76%
Improved confidence
and motivation

68%
Reduced anxiety
and stress

65%
Improved Sleep

(Self-Reported Data from 1000+ Users)



Get Started Now!

1:1 Performance &
Wellbeing Coaching
Quick and effective solutions from
exclusively trained coaches. Connect on
WhatsApp, phone or Zoom.

COMPETE
Program Details

1:1 Coaching Includes :

Trackers 
Effective ways to make progress

Relaxation Tools 
Self-paced mindfulness and
guided visualization activities

COMPETE Quotient(CQ) Test
Helps aspirants understand their  
competitive strengths and
weaknesses

https://bit.ly/COMPETE2022


 COMPETE COMPETE PRO

Duration

Coach Access on
WhatsApp only

(effective monthly cost 
in rupees)

Coach Access on
WhatsApp + ZOOM
(effective monthly cost 

in rupees)

1-month  

3-month

6-months

12-months

Pricing Info
Limited Time Offer

peakmind.in/compete

999 2499

999 699

999 799

999 899 2499 1999

2499 1899

2499 1649

*GST as applicable will be charged extra

https://www.peakmind.in/compete


Improved performance of every student - More

students producing better ranks

Competitive edge and improved brand appeal

Less absenteeism & more engagement in class

Reduction in behavioural issues

Increase in admissions and lower attrition

One of the many Student Success
Stories:

Benefits to the 
Institute

Week 1 - "I am not worthy. Sabke marks aa rahe hai, mere nahi aa rahe. At
times I feel like quitting. There is so much competition.” 

Week 3 - Time management techniques are working well 
She is becoming better in dealing with competition

Week 8 - “abhi sab manage ho raha hai. Ghar mey thode issues hai pr
handle ho jaate hai. Padai bhi sahi chal rahi hai. Dost bhi ban gye hai.
Things have changed. I have changed.” 

Week 10 - She had scored 340/360 in the institute test and got the rank
of 117. Now her goal is to be in the top 10

Priya(name changed), grade 11 student - hails from a tier-2 city
Was great in school, but struggled in coaching
Main Issues

                - Time management,
                - Lack of self-confidence,
                - Feeling of loneliness,



Trusted by

Competitive exam preparation is a stressful journey where student
not only need academic guidance but also continuous support and
coaching on various psychological aspects. PeakMind has been
working with Aakash as an expert and passionate partner in serving
this critical and growing need - it has helped provide support to
students on important issues like time and stress management,
exam preparation, dealing with setbacks and helping them manage
pressure effectively and improve their overall motivation and
performance. We wish PeakMind all the success in their mission to
empower every child

Abhishek Maheshwari
CEO- Aakash Education 

Client SPEAK

Connect With Us

connect@peakmind.in www.peakmind.in

+91-9886970708
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